representing more general functional categories. These parent-child relationships provide complete paths to the roots of the main functional categories; that is MF, BP and CC ( Figure 1A ). Accordingly, one or more GO terms may be assigned to a gene product at various levels in these categories.
The generalization of GO terms assigned to a particular gene of interest facilitates the functional analysis of the gene, in which more general functional categories of the gene product can be obtained by tracing paths from the GO terms to the upper level terms of the GO hierarchy. For example, an Arabidopsis gene identified as At5g20980 (methionine synthase 3) is associated with the GO term 'methionine biosynthetic process' in the BP category ( Figure 1B ). Parental GO terms for this gene including 'Sulfur amino acid biosynthetic process' and 'Aspartate family amino acid biosynthetic process', indicate that this gene is involved in the functional categories of sulfur metabolism and aspartate family amino acid metabolism. This example among others, suggests that an overview of DAG-based information regarding GO terms will be helpful in inferring functional categories associated with a gene product of interest. A graphical view of the DAG-based information for each individual GO term is available in public databases such as AmiGO In the current study, we report the construction of a DAG-based browser entitled DAGViz (http://www.pgb. kazusa.or.jp/dagviz/), that facilitates the integrative analysis of functional categories associated with a gene product by displaying all DAG-based information for multiple GO terms using a tabulated color chart screen.
Database and browser construction
DAGViz was constructed using MySQL (http://www. mysql.com/) and Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP, http:// www.php.net/) on our Linux server (Red Had Enterprise Linux ES v.4 for x86). GO annotation datasets for DAGViz, which contain GO terms, relationships between GO terms and evidence codes for individual gene products, were obtained from the web site of the GO project (http://www.geneontology.org/index.shtml). Evidence codes were used to indicate how the annotation to a particular term was supported. Relationships Five types of relationships between terms are used in the current GO database: is a (i), part of (p), regulates (r), positively regulates (pr) and negatively regulates (nr) (also see the GO web site). Each term in DAG may be a "child" of one or more than one "parent" term. (B) Example of a part of DAG for the GO term 'methionine biosysthetic process'. between GO terms fell into five categories: 1) is a, 2) part of, 3) regulates, 4) positively regulates and 5) negatively regulates. We developed a Java program to construct a color-coded table of DAG-based information, in which a unique color was assigned to each GO term obtained from the datasets. The current version of DAGViz contains GO annotation datasets for 45 organisms including fungi, protist, animal, plant and bacterial species.
Search functions of DAGViz
DAG-based information in DAGViz can be retrieved by selecting organisms, searching keywords or by selecting specific categories such as GO terms, GO identifiers or names of gene products. The retrieved data, that consists of GO terms, evidence codes and names of gene products, are shown in the DAGViz web browser. Users can also select one or more categories of evidence codes using the retrieval function. Figure 2A shows an example of the search results using 'Oryza sativa' as an organism, 'photosynthesis' as a keyword and 'GO terms' as its category. Upon clicking the button 'DAGViz', DAGbased information for all of the retrieved GO terms is displayed ( Figure 2B ). Using the default setting, DAGViz presents complete paths from the retrieved GO terms to the root terms. When a user selects 'Color Chart' in the 'Style' selector, GO terms are color-coded in colors unique to each individual term, without the description of the terms ( Figure 2C ). The legend of colors for GO terms is listed on the same page. The legend can also be highlighted on other pages by clicking on the button ''Show Color Navi by a New Window'.
An example of a comparative analysis using GO terms between different sets of genes
The functional classification of GO terms using DAGViz facilitates the efficient characterization of biological functions and processes associated with not only a single gene, but also with a set of genes. In the current study, we present the example of a comparative analysis using the GO term BP between different sets of genes. The expression dataset used in the comparison (Bergmann et al. 2004) , and whose experimental identifiers were GSM9225 for leaf and GSM9230 for flower, was obtained from Gene Expression Omnibus (Barrett and Edgar 2006) . We selected two sets of twenty Arabidopsis genes that were highly expressed in both the leaf and flower, in accordance to the following criteria: 1) their detection indices were 'Present' and 2) their expression ratio between leaf and flower were more than 2.0 or less than 0.5. For the selected genes, the GO terms BP were retrieved in the ''Arabidopsis thaliana' database using the evidence codes of EXP, IDA, IPI, IMP and IGI. The GO terms assigned to the highly-expressed genes in leaf included photosynthesis, light harvesting in photosystem I (GO : 0009768 as a GO identifier), photosystem II oxygen evolving complex assembly (GO:0010270), photosynthesis (GO : 0015979), and response to light stimulus (GO : 0009416) ( Figure 3A, 3B) . Interestingly, the DAG-based information of GO terms from the genes contained the GO term acid catabolic process (GO : 0046395), which in general concerns biological processes associated with the leaf, although the term is not directly associated with the genes. The set of genes that were highly expressed in flower were associated with the GO term sexual reproduction (GO : 0019953), which is consistent with the expected biological processes undertaken in flower organs. These results demonstrate that DAGViz is helpful in predicting differences in biological function and processes associated with different sets of genes.
Summary
DAGViz allows users to perform functional analyses using GO annotations in various organisms. Using this program, all DAG-based information associated with multiple GO terms of interest may be displayed in a single screen. In contrast, other databases such as AmiGO provide DAG-based information for a single GO term only. For a set of genes of interest, DAGViz is also useful for comparing biological function and processes associated with gene sets.
